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Antoinettes Awards

The Troupe featured well again in the Wellington Theatre Federation 'Full Length Play Competition - (aka)
The Antoinettes. Involvement and interest in this years 'competition' was extremely high with twenty one
plays entered.
The Adjudicator was Jillian Carpenter and she commented on the high standard of work being presented in
the region.
The major winner was The Dairy Of Anne Frank presented by Wellington Repertory who received Antoinettes
for Best Female Actor, Best Director, Best Drama, and Best Overall Production. Those from the Troupe who
saw it said it was a very effective production and a deserving winner.
BCTT's 'One Flesh' which was presented in St Alban's Church in July as part of the Church's Centenary
Celebrations, won Antoinettes for Best Supporting Actor - Avi Duckor-Jones, Best Music - Ray Dickinson, and
received a Commendation for 'succeeding in the challenge of presenting a production in a 100 year old
church'. (This was one of only four Commendations presented).
All in all an enjoyable and entertaining evening - with a very pleasing result.

September‘s unrehearsed play
reading @ The Lifeboat
THE WEDDING PARTY, by Fiona
Samuel provided great entertainment
for an enthusiastic group at the
September reading. Like ―One
Flesh‖, this play provided a mix of
humour and underlying messages.
Readers and listeners alike were
both touched and intrigued with the
surprises and unexpected turns,
providing an interesting combination
of wit and pathos. Along with a meal
this was a fun night.

Brush up your Cockney and Stiff Upper Lip
Yes, on Monday, November 29 we will be reading G. B. Shaw's
Pygmalion, the play upon which My Fair Lady was based. It's a
superb drama in five acts, and as usual we will rotate roles act
by act to make sure everyone who wants to, gets a pop. In
actual fact it's far superior to the musical and a true delight.
Bring a friend or two and let's have a grand time with Professor
Higgins, Liza Doolittle, Alfred Doolittle and the English
language!
The play-reading will start at 7:30 @ The Lifeboat in
Eastbourne, but those who wish to arrive early for dinner and
drinks should gather at 6:30pm. Manny Garcia will be the host.

A reminder that Membership subscriptions are now overdue.
Please post to Box 41-120 Eastbourne
Or pay on-line at —http://bctt.org.nz:80/about-the-troupe/membership/

The Dresser

I was very happy to work at last on The Dresser. The wait was well worth it. The principals
worked very hard to achieve excellent results and the supporting cast rounded out the picture splendidly so that we
ended up with something really special. This would not have happened without the skill, dedication and imagination of
the crew; costumes, props, lighting and sound all added their own magic. And I will ever remember the horror of the construction crew as I bullied Peter Hughson through the distressing of their meticulous work on the set. I think we can be
proud of this production … I know I am.
Florence McFarlane
One could not help but be touched by the cascade of human vulnerabilities presented so skillfully in The Dresser. A few words from
John Marwick as he reflects on his role, Sir.
―After I‘ve played a big role there‘s
always a hole – and that has been
especially true for The Dresser and
‗Sir.‘ Such an intense part. Being
onstage the whole time after the
first 15 minutes was only a part of
it. Working so closely with Trevor
was remarkable – a relationship of
trusting and supporting each other
that in a way mirrored Norman and
Sir – feeding off each other,
helping each other out, knocking
into each other. Then Sir has so
many big shifts through the play:
going from a man who barely
knows where he is, being coaxed
up to transform himself and somehow perform Lear, facing his fears and the loneliness he has
brought on himself, and then at the end dying. It was an amazing thing to have the chance to
do all that – and in such an intense, almost claustrophobic setting. Audiences said they liked the feeling of being backstage with the
characters. For me too that dressing room became almost like home. I guess I miss it. But then that‘s the nature and the beauty of
this thing we do – the very ephemeral nature of theatre is what makes it so magical.‖

Carol Thompson shares a bit about the background of what goes on preparing
costumes for each play, and reflects on "The Dresser".
When a cast goes onstage in one of our plays they are wearing a combination of
garments sourced from our loft, lent from my own collection, borrowed from other
troupes, bought for the play, or especially made from a garment or fabric. Every play
has its own challenges. For The Dresser I needed high-waisted men's trousers such
as were worn in 1942. Very few survived from that era, and not in the condition that
could cope with a season on stage, and they had to fit two specific men and be
grubbied up each night and knelt in. I had a brainwave and took some fabric and
measurements with me to Bali and had a tailor make up two pairs at a very
reasonable price.
Trevor's lovely fairisle vest was bought off TradeMe and shortened to fit the era.
Lear's robes were made from curtains, a duvet cover and a tablecloth, and Peter's
Fool outfit was a patchwork of fabric from a curtain, a tablecloth and a dressing
gown. Joanna's gown was a donation years ago to
the troupe wardrobe - too faded and tatty for a
regular performance - but perfect for this play. All
the Lear characters were adorned in costumes made for our production of Macbeth.
My sewing bee team pitched in as usual with the little hemming and hand-sewing jobs
- and I am so grateful for that help.
Poor Joanna (Her Ladyship) had to start dressing each performance night by slipping
into a thick Dacron sleeveless bodysuit to 'gain' the extra pounds referred to in the
play, and Beatrice (Irene) had the novelty of putting on a suspender belt and seamed
stockings. Everyone did their own make-up, including the guys, with a little help.
John would 'prepare' each night by wandering around the grounds by the tennis court
muckying up his suit at a particularly good puddle over by the gates. I was happy to
leave that to him because I was busy painting fresh wet mud on the coat and hat that
Norman tries to dry out after Sir stomps over them before being hospitalised.
What fun!

AUDITIONS — Much Ado About Nothing
Our 2011 production of William Shakespeare's Much Ado About
Nothing will be directed by Emanuel (Manny) E. Garcia.
This is open to all BCTT members and any others you may know
who'd like to join us for the production.
Where: St. Alban's Church Hall, Ngaio St, Eastbourne.
When: 1- 5 pm Saturday 27 November 2010
Principals: 1-3 p.m

Ensemble: 3-5 p.m

Call Manny on mobile number 021-0227-3439 to book audition slot.
Principals: Beatrice, Benedick, Don Pedro, Hero, Claudio, Leonato, Don John,
Dogberry.
Principals please prepare an extended passage of your choosing for the character for
whom you are auditioning
Production dates: 1-5 March 2011 @ Muritai School, Eastbourne.
This is an open-air production (weather willing).
Rehearsals: Tues & Thurs evenings and Sundays from 11 Jan.
Casting: Early December, followed by a readthrough focussing on text & meaning.
Then the cast familiarise themselves with the script before the 1st rehearsal
in Jan.

About the Production
Shakespeare's words, the foundation and flower of the English language, will be used
as the primary guide to the drama, so that their poetry, music and multiple
resonances will receive greatest emphasis. The Director will employ techniques of
psychological interpretation that have proved successful in his work with classical
musicians and other performers and creative artists so that the hidden meanings and
drama of the play will emerge with surprise and spontaneity as the ensemble's
collective work evolves in rehearsal. Actors will be relied upon to bring their own
interpretative powers to their roles, using minimalist staging resembling a 'concert
opera' so as to maximise the impact of the spoken word and the dramatic gesture.
Garcia calls it "Shakespeare from the inside out" and he will not so much direct as
catalyse the ensemble's talents in a way that promises to be a novel venture which,
taken at the flood, leads onto the great good fortune of exciting theatre.
About the Director
We're pleased to have Manny directing this production. He's a very experienced
director, having worked with professionals, amateurs and teenagers in the States.
We think he brings a different exciting approach to directing and we're very much
looking forward to this production.

People News
Chris Jones

I'm an electronics technician by trade with a keen interest in things mechanical/
electrical from an early age. I grew up in Eastbourne apart from a short period as a
child in the UK when my father took us with him on a three year posting. I have always
had a hand in the artistic - studying music alongside maths, physics and chemistry at
high school. With my parents’ involvement in the troupe, I have been associated with
BCTT for longer than I can remember. I have recollections (unofficially) of helping with
setups and cleanups. I have a few skills (understated modesty—Ed) with a hammer,
saw and a #2 square screwdriver which have aided in a few constructions (and
destructions) of sets recently: " In a pythagorean future, a builder I would be..."
My involvement with the troupe more recently started a couple of years ago when I
was asked to lend a hand on the lighting and sound desks. Since then, I have been
fascinated by the art of lighting a set. and how a set is lit can influence the story that is
to be told on the stage. Learning from the talent already present in the troupe has
been a huge help. I am still learning new skills every show and always look forward to
participating in another BCTT production.
(Chris also appeared in “Eclect-icity” and regularly surprises us at @ The Lifeboat play
readings—Ed)

WHAT ELSE IS ON
Spreading Out by Roger Hall
at New Players Theatre Company, 11 to 20 Nov 2010
Black Adder II The Early Tudors by Richard Curtis & Ben Elton
at Wellington Repertory Theatre, 24 Nov to 4 Dec 2010
Four Flat Whites in Italy by Roger Hall
at Mana Little Theatre from 24 Nov to 4 Dec 10.
Theatre updates check out NZTF Website - www.theatrenewzealand.co.nz

Barry “plays away”
I must confess I‘ve being playing away from my BCTT home! What a blast; the silent role of King
Duncan in the NZOpera production of Verdi‘s Macbeth at the St James Theatre. Not a kilt in sight. All
20C military state, very dramatic staging. While the Verdi libretto is very true to the Shakespeare, he
doesn‘t give Duncan any arias or words. It‘s a ―silent‖ role, which suited me. Sounds easy? Well, no. If
I‘d thought about it beforehand I should have realised, but the most difficult thing getting used to was
that you had to do your stuff with one large ear on what the orchestra was doing e.g. 8 bars to greet
Malcolm, 8 bars to greet Banquo and 16 bars for Macbeth & Lady Macbeth. No chance to extemporise
a little here or to dwell. The conductor‘s beat was remorseless. Then of course there was the challenge
of lying there ‖dead‖, eyes open for 8 mins while everyone was letting rip vocally, and not having to
move despite Banquo (played by Jud Arthur - below) dropping a real sharp bayonet on my foot (blunt
end down fortunately) as well as testing me with the odd tickle. That was followed by being hauled
around the stage head high on a board before being unceremoniously upended and put back vertically
in the entrance, again being ―dead‖ while the audience applauded.

Great fun though and wonderful to be part of such an icon of the NZ arts world. Although an opera
lover myself, I didn‘t know the music. So that was a wonderful surprise too. It‘s glorious. Macbeth
(Michele Kalmandi) & Lady Macbeth (Antonia Cifrone) were stunning; to my ears far superior to the
EMI Sherrill Milnes recording I have.
I was green with envy over the space backstage and the sheer professionalism of it all. Everything was
planned down to the last detail; most impressive. Of course sharing a classic dressing room with 2 of
the male principals, each with our own mirror and a shower and toilet, complete with my own dresser
(who also washed the socks & shirt every night) was a dream. All in all a wonderful opportunity. It‘s
going to be hard to go back to Muritai School!
Barry Mawer

Found
A pair of red rimmed reading glasses,
left at Muritai School during The Dresser
ph Fran 562-8220.

Membership Review
While there are some overdue memberships that we think are probably waiting for an ―around tuit‖ moment, our membership list has people that may no longer want to be members but haven‘t got around to
telling us. So the committee will be reviewing the membership list and
removing those who we think are in that category. If that‘s you, then
this is likely to be the last communication from us.

